
Twiggy 17” Doll  
Supplies:   

Skin:  Approx. 16” square muslin or other fabric 

Dress/Shoes:  Approx. 16” X 8” scrap (Twiggy has a Kaffe Fassett by 

Westminser dress) 

Hair: 5” X 10” Scrap 

Also:  Two small (3/8”) buttons to attach arms, Sturdy Stick/Twig/

Popsicle Stick for Support (Twiggy’s Twig is about 6” long and 1/2” in 

diameter), Stuffing, Face Stamp if desired (Diva Doll Face Cube; Post-

modern Design) or trace one of the faces given below 

Templates:  Trace Doll templates (Given) to Freezer Paper. Cut pieces 

then, using FP templates, cut fabrics as indicated on templates 

Hair Around Face: Prep for appliqué your favorite way. (Sample is 

fused and stitched.) 

Face: Trace/Stamp face onto muslin piece for head, centered with plus 

sign atop plus sign as indicated. 
 

Assembly: Stitch with a short 1.5 seam with  1/8" seam allowance. 

1. Legs:  Stitch a shoe to each leg. Press two to shoe and two to leg. Layer two legs (one 

pressed to shoe, one to leg so they nestle.) Stitch around leaving top open. Turn. Stuff to 

knee. Stitch across at knee. Finish stuffing leaving top 1/2" free.  Repeat for other leg. 

2.  Arms:  Stitch two arms together, leaving an opening as indicated. Turn. Stuff hand. Stitch 

as indicated. Stuff to elbow. Stitch as indicated. Finish stuffing leaving top 1/4” unstuffed. 

Slip stitch opening closed.  Repeat for other arm. 

3.  Head:  Appliqué hair to face as indicated. Stitch Face piece centered to top of Dress. 

Press to dress.  Stitch hair centered to other dress piece at top. Press to hair. 

4.  Pin legs at bottom of dress as shown (so they lay against dress.) Layer 

the second dress right sides together (Legs are now between the two dress 

pieces) and stitch together, leaving opening as indicated. Turn. Stuff head. 

Stuff neck and body lightly. Wrap stick support with stuffing. Insert 

wrapped stick into body and up neck  so the top of stick is  about where lips 

are.  Finish stuffing.  Slip stitch opening. 

5. Stitch an arm to each shoulder with Buttons. 

6.  Smile and enjoy your Twiggy doll.  
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Dotted lines indicate stitching after partial stuffing for hands, elbows and knees. 
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